
Summer School, IMSciences 
The Empowered Women Society, IMSciences arranged a summer school for members of the 

society whereby different skills were inculcated to the participants. These skills included cooking, 

photography, driving, makeup and MS Office. Experts of all the mentioned specializations 

interacted with the participants and kept them involved during every step of the way. 

The cooking classes were arranged in collaboration with Sizzzlers Restaurant. Both male and female 

participants were taught under the supervision of the restaurant Chef. Participants were taught to cook 

Continental, Thai, Italian and Chinese dishes among others. They were enlightened with the “secret 

ingredients” which chefs use in restaurants to give a perfect flavor to their special dishes. 

Mr. Tahir Saleem from of INSEARCH organization imparted critical photography skills to the participants. 

During the school, participants learnt from editing to archiving to capturing the perfect moment in a picture. 

Mr. Saleem made the participants practice theoretical and practical work of photography. They were also 

given demonstrations about the camera’s minute details in order to click and edit the pictures with 

perfection. 

With collaboration from Honey’s Academy, three weeks of driving classes were arranged for both male 

and female participants. The participants were provided with learner’s certificates upon completion of their 

course, which would direct them in acquiring their driver’s license.  

Beauty and corrective cosmetic applications for eyes, lips, cheeks and skin were also taught to the interested 

participants in the summer school. Renowned makeup specialist Miss Nilofar, owner of Honey’s Academy, 

taught the many arts of applying makeup to the participants. 

A hands-on experience using the integrated programs of Microsoft Office was also imparted to the 

participants. This course was designed to teach the basic features of Word, Excel, Access, and PowerPoint, 

and integrate data between the applications. IMSciences faculty member Dr. Awais Adnan was the trainer 

of this course. 

At the closing ceremony of the summer school, participants and teachers were awarded with certificates 

and shields respectively by the Director IMSciences, Dr. Muhammad Mohsin Khan. He thanked everyone 

for their participation and talked about the importance of such summer schools in a closed society like 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa where people, especially females, seldom get the opportunity to go out of their homes 

and learn new skills in a safe environment.  


